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Abstract ' /_-_"-,,..
NDR

In linear accelerators with two or more bunches the beam load- NnTL _0_ NLTR er_.cnv e" s'_ _ N0,1h/ .]
ing of one bunch will influence the energy and energy spread the I M.._.._ _' '\ I / _eC !9 , Arc,/ |

following bunches. This can be corrected by quickly changing the _-_ _ ._.___L_.___J ini,mlcliOnltIi..i_ _--.------.--..._ i ..... ) i---,,,, Petalil
phase of a travelling wave structure, so that each bunch recieves a oi0 _--_ .... ; -/ _ ]

Slightly different net ph_e. At the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) sRI/ C_ SLlR ' S_k_ , '/

three bunches, two (e +, e-) for the high energy collisions and SDR . o, _JJone (e=-scavenger) for producing positrons should sit at differ-

ent phases, due to their different tasks. The two e--bunches are

extracted from the damping ring at the same cycle time about '=: --T _ I_--r- ....... ]

60 ns apart. F_t phase switching of the RF to the bunch length mo i//_
compressor in the POng-'Fo-Linac (ILTL) section can produce the _"

necessary advance of the scavenger bunch (about 6° in phase). _ 1,s
This ahlows a low energy spread of this third bunch at the e +-

production reg!on at 2/3 of the linac length, while the other _ 1.0 // ?\_--_ --
bunches are not influenced. The principles and possible other _> o.5 '

applications of this fast phase switching as using it for multi- L i 1.... ____]--J- .... L-- ._._1.......
bunches, as well as the experimental layout for the actual R.TL o moo 2ooo _ooo

compressor are presented. _0 z (ml

, Figure 2: SLC energy profile.

1 Introduction The transverse motion of the particles is stabilized (BNS-damping)

In current designs for future linear colliders each RF cycle ac- by increasing and afterwards decreasl'ng the energy spread within the

celerates several bunches in one pulse train to drop energy costs bunch, But the third bunch (scavenger} would get an inloh, rable big en-

and to increase the luminosity (Fig. 1). This multi-bunch scheme orgy spread at the positron production area, if no fast phase adjustment

can be disturbed by longitudinal and transverse wake fields of the wonht be done.

high intensity bunches or by different purposes of the bunches,

as in the SLC (Fig. 2). Here the two interaction_ bunches, e + The principle and some detMls of this fast phase ,;witching are

and e-, are followed by a scavenger bunch which produces the presented first. Then the current set up for the scaven_t_r beam

positrons for the next cycle at about 2/3 'of the linac (Sector with some experimental data are shown. At the end a possil,h:

19). At this point the scavenger be_m should have a minimum scenario for a multi-bunch scheme even at the SI,C denlonstrates

energy spread, while the other two bunches are still decreasing how powerful this fast phase switching c_n be.

their energy spread.

For the transverse stability of the beams an energy spread is 2 Fast Phase Switching
introduced in the beginning of the linac, called BNS-damping or

autophasing [1, 2, 3]. At the later part it is decreased so that A fa.st phase change introduces a phase gradient iii an accel-

the energy spread of the bunches is a minimum at the end of the eration Structure [4]. The _patiMly separated bun(:he_ can be

finac, At Sector 19 the beams have about three times the fin',d influenced differently in integrated phase and amplitude.
energy spread. By changing the longitudinal position of only

the scavenger bunch by about 6° in phase (1,75mm) tlm energy 2.1 Principle
spread can he compensated there. This relative position shift can

be either done at the beginning of the linac with a compressor A travelling wave accelerator structure is fed by nn RF source

phasing or by a fast phase switching of the R,F drive to the linac which produces a sudden phase change froth 0° to 90 ° (Fig, 3),
after the first two bunches have pa,ssed through. A bunch of particles jlist prior to this change will see no differ-

ence. lt will experience a, phrase of O_ and amplitude Ai, A sec-

_ --_]_ ond bunch, say the scave,lger, arlves a time t_ la.ter, which coire.-

sponds to the bunch separation. When t! is the filling time of the

........... whole structure, tb/t! of its length is filled with the new phase.

< nn-l"'21 ,,; _ (Nolossesinaconstantimpedancestructureare;tssurned,) l;'ort

* * = ; ; ; ; ;- --__.---_--_.. : ;- = _ = *"*-_ a 90 ° phase change the second bunch will see a net phase and
5_,0 amplitude of6[h36A _

Figure 1: Linear Collider with multi-bunches.

A train of several bunches is extracted from a damping ring (.DR) and ( )tb V/r([; - rb) "_"4"t_

accelerated. The energy of each bi,nch should be the same (En = E._x) cp, =arctantt-__ti-), A, =Ai tj
and the energy spread minimized before colliding with the other bunch

i
°Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. 0.9Ai. Figure 3 c) shows the pha.sorst,7of that change. Zero phase

is horizontal, 90" is vertical and the length between the time steps

14, 1990,r. ,,__,tl<.
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it RF in A c ele a RF outit 2.2 ActualRF Set Up.. _ 99 = 90 ° _ -- 0 ° Two phase steps, which act at the input and the output, can pro-

" vide twice the phase changel In the constant gradient structure

of the SLC compressor the higher group velocity at the input

rather than at the output changes the possible phase variation in

L'_'--W I ,/ l//til Structure _ 60ns to'about 8.5 ° (in) and4.0 ° (out),see Fig. 4,V _' I I I I The risetime or transition thne from one phase to the other is
. ....... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::.::a:'::.'::::'::::, _ finite. This and th e dispersion withinthe acceleration structure

a) l I I(LI II= m.,,=60ol,s)l I-1 z decreases the amount of a fast, phaseswitching. For the inputitisabout 25 % less in 60 ns (Fig. 5).
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Figure 3: Principle of fast phase switching. _' _

The phase of the Rf' to the input of a travelling wave structure ,s .._ 0 2

changed quickly (a), so a second bunch 60ns later (by will see a dif-

ferent net phase of about 6° (c). 0 500 I000 0 500 lO00
1 (ns} t (ns) ,

corresponds to the amplitude of the averaged seen RF field. By tri_ = 30ns tr_ ,-_laOns

changing the input phase a little bit around 90 ° the axapiltude

A: can be varied while the phase keeps mainly constant. Figure 5: Set up of the fast phase switch.

In general it is possible to change the phase _o.iand amplitude Between the RF.source and the klystron, which feeds the compressor

Ai for a bunch number i by a certain amount by changing the section, a fast phase switch hos been installed. At the input coupler a
timing and the amount of the phase change, fast phase risetime (30ns) has been observed, while at the outt:ut the

dispersion in the st,'ucture has strongly decreased the slope.

,:_;h; i_---- a2ons ---,-
_,6' 0 [.,_ ',,_._&_,l ..... "" -.._\I...... 3 Experimental Result at the SLC

g. - ,-I !-.,-- 30 ns __.. Z (=-t)
I '"_
. ,,,_

__x_ -.. .... Figure 6 sliows an experimental result with a beam. The bunch

<) -90 phase is normally set to tile zero crossing of the compressor I1P.

s._0 s_^_ A ria.st phase change of the RF provides a different mean energy' of
tile beam and therefore an offset Ax in the high disl)ersim_ region

I ¢ = 900 0° ¢ =" 90°1 or the RTL. So the second bunch will arrive earlier (or later) iuthe linac. The measured amount is in good agreem'ent with the

f t t I I I-l I I.... I '] ] expectcd valueofa/,lof8.5".Anmredetaileddiscussionisgiven
i Z in [4], which carl be summarized ill the following way: Control-

_ I ling the timin_ and also the amplitude of the RF phase change,
_"-I 32 cm J"-- _ 15 cm --_l |"-- changes the effective, _ and amplitude for the second bunch

ia the compressor, which determinds the phase. _nd bunch length
8.5 ° 4.0 ° _90_m in the linac resulting to a c,:rtam _ and energy spread at, the

Figure 4: Pha.se changes in a constant gradient structure, end.

! Due to the different group velocities at the input and output, about "With tim impiementation oi tile htst i)hase switch tile every,

i 32cm or 15cm can be filled with different phases within 60ns. A finite day operation is s]ml)lified by tile possible separate adjustment
I of the energy spread of the scavenger beam.

risetime of the pulse decreases this value. -"
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Figure 7: Compensating beam loading by different bunch pha;ses.

Figure 6: Beam respond to the phase switch. In general the beam loading of one bunch introduces an amplitude arid

The long bunches of the damping ring (DR) are compressed in the Ring- phase change (AA and AC) to the next bunch. By putting the bunches

To-Linac (RTL) section. A fast phase change provides that the second to different phases, e.g. bunch 5 later than bunch ,( later . . . than

bunch, about 60 ns later than the first one, is separated up to Az = bunch I, the beam loading can be compensated. Besides a compensat.

2.2 mm in the RTL, which corresponds to a phase variation of 6.8 ° or ing amplitude variation, a fast phase switching helps, especially for the
to Az = 2 mm earlier in the Linac. compensation of the AC beam loading in a compressor region.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United states'Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents

that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe.
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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